
The average person spends as much 
as 40% of their work week in meetings.
For those meetings to be their most productive, your team needs a clear and 

effective way to deliver content in the conference room.  You’ve found traditional 

TV and projector screens sometimes detract from the user experience. From 

awkward installation and setup, to difficult-to-read text and blurry, distorted 

images, these approaches sometimes do more to hamper than to help. 

Samsung QM digital signage displays offer sharp picture quality and are easy 

to install with slim, lightweight builds and narrow bezels.  Reduced light scatter 

and reflection make content easier to read. And, they retain high picture quality 

in normal lighting, meaning no need to present in a darkened setting so both 

presenter and audience can concentrate on the content.  

Size is important. 
Samsung digital signage displays offer optimum 

clarity and visibility for your conference room. 

But, it isn’t everything. The boardroom experience is more than just the screen. 

We’re here to help you find the right display size to build into your full conference 

room environment.

This fall, we’re offering 25% off Samsung QM 65” 
displays across Canada. 

Key features
   UHD resolution for four times the detail: 3840 x 2160 UHD resolution delivers 

four times the detail of 1920 x 1080 FHD resolution. That means incredible 

image detail and text legibility.

  Multi-screen support for messaging flexibility: Display up to four different input  

  sources on the same screen, without having to first merge content on a separate PC.

  24/7 continuous operation: Commercial-level 

  cooling technologies offer dependable reliability.

  Non-glare panel: minimizes reflection, making messages 

  easier to see and visuals have maximum impact.

  500-nit brightness: UHD resolution combines with bright 

  500-nit screens for messages that demand attention.

  Ideal for multiple industries: The resolution and data display options are ideal 

  for luxury retailers, conference rooms, security monitoring centers and any 

  where exceptional image quality with messaging flexibility is desired.

To claim this offer, reach out to your 
Softchoice account rep or call 1.800.268.7638 

25% off Samsung QM 65” Displays 
Get more than just a TV screen. 

Download Spec Sheet

http://images.response.softchoice.com/Web/SoftchoiceLP1/%7B7f94b20c-5645-4df4-bf95-9e919d83ee44%7D_Samsung_QMF_Series_SMART_Signage_Datasheet_web.pdf

